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The Thread Mar 26 2022 From
the internationally acclaimed
author of The Island and The
Return comes a sweeping and
unforgettable story of love and
friendship and the choices that
must be made when loyalties
are challenged. Thessaloniki,
Greece, 1917: As Dimitri
Komninos is born, a fire sweeps
through the thriving
multicultural city where
Christians, Jews, and Muslims
live side by side. It is the first
of many catastrophic events
that will forever change this
place and its people. Five years
later, as the Turkish army
pushes west through Asia
Minor, young Katerina loses
her mother in the crowd of
refugees clambering for boats
to Greece. Landing in
Thessaloniki's harbor, she is at
the mercy of strangers in an
unknown city. For the next
eighty years, the lives of
Dimitri and Katerina will be
entwined with each other and-through Nazi occupation, civil
war, persecution, and economic
collapse--with the story of their
homeland. Thessaloniki,
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Greek hears his grandparents'
remarkable story for the first
time and understands he has a
decision to make. For decades,
Dimitri and Katerina have
looked after the treasures of
those who have been forced
from their beloved city. Should
he stay and become their new
custodian?
Ox-tales: Fire Dec 11 2020
Original stories from
remarkable writers.
Victoria Hislop Tpb Bind Up
- the Island and the Return
Oct 09 2020
The Porcelain Doll Sep 07
2020 'A masterful debut' - Ellen
Alpsten, author of Tsarina In a
faraway kingdom, in a long-ago
land ... ... Rosie lived peacefully
in Moscow and her mother told
her fairy tales. One summer
night, all that came abruptly to
an end when her father and
sister were gunned down. Now,
Rosie's only inheritance from
her reclusive mother is a
notebook full of eerie,
handwritten tales, but there is
another story lurking between
the lines. Currently studying at
Oxford University, Rosie has a
fiancé who knows nothing of
her former life. Desperate for
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answers to the questions that
have tormented her, Rosie
returns to her homeland and
uncovers a devastating family
history which spans the 1917
Revolution, the siege of
Leningrad, Stalin's purges and
beyond. At the heart of those
answers stands a young
noblewoman, Tonya, as pretty
as a porcelain doll, whose
actions reverberate across the
century ...
The Last Dance and Other
Stories Feb 22 2022 'Lyrical,
twisty short stories' Evening
Standard A collection of
stunning short stories from the
million-copy bestselling author
of The Island. Three of these
stories were previously
published in Victoria Hislop's
ebook collection, One Cretan
Evening. In ten powerful
stories, Victoria Hislop takes us
through the streets of Athens
and into the tree-lined squares
of Greek villages. As she
evokes their distinct
atmosphere, she brings vividly
to life a host of unforgettable
characters, from a lonesome
priest to battling brothers, and
from an unwanted stranger to a
groom troubled by music and
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memory. These bittersweet
tales of love and loyalty, of
separation and reconciliation,
captured in Victoria Hislop's
unique voice, will stay with you
long after you reach the end.
Praise for The Last Dance and
Other Stories. . . 'A master at
evoking a sense of place' Mail
on Sunday 'Stunning...
Intricate, beautifully observed'
Express 'Beguiling... her
characters are utterly
convincing' Daily Mail 'A vivid
portrait of a country in
upheaval' Tatler
Ugly Love Jun 04 2020 From
Colleen Hoover, the #1 New
York Times bestselling author
of It Starts with Us and It Ends
with Us, a heart-wrenching
love story that proves
attraction at first sight can be
messy. When Tate Collins
meets airline pilot Miles
Archer, she doesn't think it's
love at first sight. They
wouldn’t even go so far as to
consider themselves friends.
The only thing Tate and Miles
have in common is an
undeniable mutual attraction.
Once their desires are out in
the open, they realize they
have the perfect set-up. He
doesn’t want love, she doesn’t
have time for love, so that just
leaves the sex. Their
arrangement could be
surprisingly seamless, as long
as Tate can stick to the only
two rules Miles has for her.
Never ask about the past. Don’t
expect a future. They think
they can handle it, but realize
almost immediately they can’t
handle it at all. Hearts get
infiltrated. Promises get
broken. Rules get shattered.
Love gets ugly.
The Sunrise Sep 19 2021 From
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the internationally bestselling
author of The Island comes a
stirring novel about loyalty,
love, and resilience in the face
of tremendous upheaval—a
saga of survival set during the
1974 Cypriot coup d’état that
tells the intersecting stories of
three families whose lives are
decimated when brewing
ethnic tensions erupt into
conflict. Summer
1972—Famagusta is Cyprus’s
most glamorous city and the
most desirable tourist
destination in the
Mediterranean, and the
Papacostas are right at the
center of it. Aphroditi and her
husband Savvas own The
Sunrise, a wildly successful
new luxury hotel. Frequented
by only the very wealthiest of
Europe’s elite, The
Sunrise—especially its alluring
nightclub—quickly becomes the
place to see and be seen. Yet
beneath the veneer of tranquil
opulence simmers mounting
hostility between the Greeks
and the Turks. Years of unrest
and ethnic violence come to a
head when, in 1974, Greece’s
coup d’état provokes a Turkish
attack on beautiful Famagusta.
The fallout sends the island’s
inhabitants spiraling into fear
and chaos, and the Papacostas
join an exodus of people who
must abandon their idyllic lives
in Famagusta and flee to
refugee camps. In the end, only
two families remain in the
decimated city: the Özkans and
the Georgious. One is Turkish
Cypriot, the other Greek
Cypriot and the tension
between them is palpable. But
with resources scarce and the
Turkish militia looming large,
both families must take shelter
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in the deserted hotel as they
battle illness, hunger, fear, and
their own prejudices while
struggling to stay alive.
Juxtaposing a powerful
narrative of war against the
glittering affluence of the
1970s Mediterranean coast,
The Sunrise is a moving story
about the measures we take to
protect what we love.
His Natural Life Feb 10 2021
The Sunrise Aug 31 2022
'Intelligent and immersive... a
poignant, compelling family
saga' The Sunday Times The
No. 1 Sunday Times bestseller
from the million-copy bestselling author of The Island,
The Thread, and The Return. In
the summer of 1972,
Famagusta in Cyprus is the
most desirable resort in the
Mediterranean, a city bathed in
the glow of good fortune. An
ambitious couple are about to
open the island's most
spectacular hotel, where Greek
and Turkish Cypriots work in
harmony. Two neighbouring
families, the Georgious and the
Özkans, are among many who
moved to Famagusta to escape
the years of unrest and ethnic
violence elsewhere on the
island. But beneath the city's
façade of glamour and success,
tension is building. When a
Greek coup plunges the island
into chaos, Cyprus faces a
disastrous conflict. Turkey
invades to protect the Turkish
Cypriot minority, and
Famagusta is shelled. Forty
thousand people seize their
most precious possessions and
flee from the advancing
soldiers. In the deserted city,
just two families remain. This is
their story. Praise for The
Sunrise. . . 'Fascinating and
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moving' The Times 'An
imaginative tour de force, and
a great read' Daily Mail 'An
absorbing tale about family,
friendship, loyalty and betrayal'
Good Housekeeping
'Heartbreaking' Essentials
'Vibrant... Hislop brings history
to life in this compelling tale'
Tatler 'Fascinating' Sunday
Mirror
Fix Your Life - Now! Aug 07
2020 By the time many men get
to 40, they are starting to lose
their battle with the bulge, they
work incredibly long and
stressful hours at work, are
away from their families, and
their sex life might well have
taken a severe downward turn.
How to Fix Your Life - Now! is
the proverbial kick in the
behind for all of those slightly
overweight and unfit men who
feel their lives are stuck in a
rut. Duncan Goodhew, Olympic
Gold Medallist and
motivational speaker, knows all
about facing challenges and in
this inspirational, hard-hitting
book, he lays out the simple
changes in exercise, eating and
time management habits that
will help men to take back
control of their lives, and to
dare to live them to the full.
From building confidence to
prioritising and finding resolve,
with the right physical and
mental attitude anything is
possible, even touching your
toes! Fix Your Life - Now! will
give you the tools to get fit and
lose weight, work smart and
de-stress, meaning that you can
get back the life you've always
wanted.
The Return Nov 02 2022
'Aims to open the eyes and tug
the heartstrings' Independent
An atmospheric, vibrant and
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moving tale of pain and passion
at the heart of war-torn Spain
from Victoria Hislop, the
million-copy bestselling author
of The Island. Beneath the
majestic towers of the
Alhambra, Granada's cobbled
streets resonate with music
and secrets. Sonia Cameron
knows nothing of the city's
shocking past; she is here to
dance. But in a quiet café, a
chance conversation and an
intriguing collection of old
photographs draw her into the
extraordinary tale of Spain's
devastating civil war. Seventy
years earlier, the café is home
to the close-knit Ramírez
family. In 1936, an army coup
led by Franco shatters the
country's fragile peace, and in
the heart of Granada the family
witnesses the worst atrocities
of conflict. Divided by politics
and tragedy, everyone must
take a side, fighting a personal
battle as Spain rips itself apart.
Praise for The Return. . .
'Hislop deserves a medal for
opening a breach into the
holiday beach bag'
Independent 'Captivating and
deeply moving' Look 'Hislop
marries an epic family saga
with meticulous historical
research, and it's a captivating
partnership' Easy Living
'Executed with verve and
sensitivity' Sunday Telegraph
The Island Apr 26 2022 'A
moving and absorbing holiday
read that pulls at the
heartstrings' Evening Standard
The acclaimed million-copy
number one bestseller and
winner of Richard & Judy's
Summer Read 2006. Victoria
Hislop tells a dramatic tale of
four generations, illicit love,
violence and leprosy, from the
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thirties, through the war, to the
present day. On the brink of a
life-changing decision, Alexis
Fielding longs to find out about
her mother's past. But Sofia
has never spoken of it. All she
admits to is growing up in a
small Cretan village before
moving to London. When Alexis
decides to visit Crete, however,
Sofia gives her daughter a
letter to take to an old friend,
and promises that through her
she will learn more. Arriving in
Plaka, Alexis is astonished to
see that it lies a stone's throw
from the tiny, deserted island
of Spinalonga - Greece's former
leper colony. Then she finds
Fotini, and at last hears the
story that Sofia has buried all
her life: the tale of her greatgrandmother Eleni and her
daughters and a family rent by
tragedy, war and passion. She
discovers how intimately she is
connected with the island, and
how secrecy holds them all in
its powerful grip... Praise for
The Island. . . 'A vivid, moving
and absorbing tale' Observer
'Victoria Hislop . . . brings
dignity and tenderness to her
novel about lives blighted by
leprosy' Telegraph 'Wonderful
descriptions, strong characters
and an intimate portrait of
island existence' Woman &
Home 'War, tragedy and
passion unfurl against a
Mediterranean backdrop in this
engrossing debut novel' You
magazine 'Hislop's deep
research, imagination and
patent love of Crete creates a
convincing portrait of times on
the island' Evening Standard 'A
page-turning tale that reminds
us that love and life continue in
even the most extraordinary of
circumstances' Sunday Express
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'A beautiful tale of enduring
love and unthinking prejudice'
Express In 2018, The Island
was awarded a Nielsen
Platinum Bestseller Award in
recognition of selling over one
million copies in the United
Kingdom.
Those Who Are Loved Oct 01
2022 'She brings Greek history
to compelling life' The Sunday
Times 'Hislop has done her
research and handles the great
sweep of complex Greek
history with skill and
confidence' Daily Mail Athens,
1941. Nazi forces occupy
Greece ... and a nation falls
apart. Victoria Hislop's NEW
Sunday Times Number One
bestseller takes you into the
darker days of Greek history
and, through the eyes of its
extraordinary heroine,
illuminates the courage it takes
to live in peace. After decades
of political uncertainty, Greece
is polarised between Right- and
Left-wing views when the
Germans invade. Fifteen-yearold Themis comes from a family
divided by these political
differences. The Nazi
occupation deepens the faultlines between those she loves
just as it reduces Greece to
destitution. She watches
friends die in the ensuing
famine and is moved to commit
acts of resistance. In the civil
war that follows the end of the
occupation, Themis joins the
Communist army, where she
experiences the extremes of
love and hatred and the
paradoxes presented by a war
in which Greek fights Greek.
Eventually imprisoned on the
infamous islands of exile,
Makronisos and then Trikeri,
Themis encounters another
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prisoner whose life will entwine
with her own in ways neither
can foresee. And finds she must
weigh her principles against
her desire to escape and live.
As she looks back on her life,
Themis realises how tightly the
personal and political can
become entangled. While some
wounds heal, others deepen.
This gripping new novel from
bestselling author Victoria
Hislop sheds light on the
complexity and trauma of
Greece's past and weaves it
into the epic tale of an ordinary
woman compelled to live an
extraordinary life. Victoria
Hislop. Discover for yourself
why 10 million readers
worldwide love her books...
Here's what the critics said
about Those Who Are Loved: 'A
searing and powerful story full
of passion, showing how one
woman's ideals and beliefs
shape everything that she
becomes. It's both a beautifully
woven love story and a
spellbinding, heart-breaking
depiction of a country torn
apart by hatred' Daily Express
'A glorious Greek setting and
rich historical detail form the
backdrop of this captivating
and poignant story' Woman &
Home 'An eye-opening and
moving read' Mirror 'Anyone
who reads Victoria Hislop's
novels falls in love with Greece
... A moving read that sweeps
you through time' S Magazine
'A wonderfully researched and
beautifully written piece of
historical fiction' CultureFly
Those Who Are Loved was a
Sunday Times Number One
bestseller in paperback for four
weeks in August and
September 2020.
How to See Birds Nov 29
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2019 Foreword by Martin
Harper, Global Conservation
Director, RSPBThe author is a
TV and radio broadcaster, with
a large followingFeatures a
wide range of birds, from the
common woodpigeon to exotic
South African sunbirdsTakes
the reader on a brilliantly
written, personal journeyThe
perfect book for the amateur
bird-watcherWhen we see a
bird, do we really see it? It's
perfectly possible to go through
life with an almost total
disregard for birds. However,
in Britain, there are more than
a million members of the Royal
Society for the Protection of
Birds. And thanks to Instagram
- and other networking sites there is also a growing number
of bird photographers opening
our eyes to unimagined
treasures.From the giants of
our skies to the sweetest
singing garden warbler, from
Matthew Stadlen's London
street to the Indian jungle and
taking in countries as far afield
as Albania and Australia, this
book is, in a way, also a story of
his life. Starting with the
smallest bird in each chapter
and building towards the
biggest, and using his
photographs as a guide, How to
See Birds takes us on a very
personal bird-watching journey
and in the process, helps us to
see birds - to really see birds!
Sink Or Swim May 04 2020
Aimed at overworked,
overstressed and
underexercised men, this guide
provides strategies to help
them arrive at a healthy
lifestyle and positive mental
attitude. It suggests simple
changes in exercise, eating and
time management habits.
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Dog Day Dec 31 2019 "A
mongrel dog named Freaky,
the corpse of a man with a
seemingly endless list of
aliases, and a handful of tips
from an anonymous woman
caller. With these elements
hard-nosed Inspector Petra
Delicado and her sentimental
sidekick, Fermin Garzon, begin
an investigation into big-money
dog smuggling. Their best
leads come from the most
unlikely sources: a ruggedly
handsome vet; a blond
bombshell who trains guard
dogs; an eccentric university
professor; and a haughty dog
groomer. At times, these two
world-wise detectives are at a
loss, but Delicado and Garzon
are not the sort of cops that
rely on hunches. They
methodically pursue their
investigation, drawing the
reader into a complex and
sordid story in which passions
and profits turn men into
beasts and animals into
victims. Dog Day is set in a
Barcelona that few visitors to
the city will ever see, a
Barcelona that lurks beneath
the surface of one of Europe's
most dazzling cities. A broken
heart, a new monstrosity, and
another dead body accompany
every step through this
demimonde."--BOOK JACKET.
Holy Cow! Sep 27 2019 After
backpacking her way around
India, 21-year-old Sarah
Macdonald decided that she
hated this land of chaos and
contradiction with a passion,
and when an airport beggar
read her palm and insisted she
would come back one day - and
for love - she vowed never to
return. But twelve years later
the prophecy comes true when
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her partner, ABC's South Asia
correspondent, is posted to
New Delhi, the most polluted
city on earth. Having given up
a blossoming radio career in
Sydney to follow her new
boyfriend to India, it seems like
the ultimate sacrifice and it
almost kills Sarah - literally.
After being cursed by a sadhu
smeared in human ashes, she
nearly dies from double
pneumonia. It's enough to send
a rapidly balding atheist on a
wild rollercoaster ride through
India's many religions in search
of the meaning of life and
death. From the 'brain enema'
of a meditation retreat in
Dharamsala to the biggest
Hindu festival on earth on the
steps of the Ganges in
Varanasi, and with the help of
the Dalai Lama, a goddess of
healing hugs and a couple of
Bollywood stars - among many,
many others - Sarah discovers
a hell of a lot more.
Those Who Are Loved Jul 18
2021 'She brings Greek history
to compelling life' The Sunday
Times 'Hislop has done her
research and handles the great
sweep of complex Greek
history with skill and
confidence' Daily Mail Athens,
1941. Nazi forces occupy
Greece ... and a nation falls
apart. Victoria Hislop's NEW
Sunday Times Number One
bestseller takes you into the
darker days of Greek history
and, through the eyes of its
extraordinary heroine,
illuminates the courage it takes
to live in peace. After decades
of political uncertainty, Greece
is polarised between Right- and
Left-wing views when the
Germans invade. Fifteen-yearold Themis comes from a family
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divided by these political
differences. The Nazi
occupation deepens the faultlines between those she loves
just as it reduces Greece to
destitution. She watches
friends die in the ensuing
famine and is moved to commit
acts of resistance. In the civil
war that follows the end of the
occupation, Themis joins the
Communist army, where she
experiences the extremes of
love and hatred and the
paradoxes presented by a war
in which Greek fights Greek.
Eventually imprisoned on the
infamous islands of exile,
Makronisos and then Trikeri,
Themis encounters another
prisoner whose life will entwine
with her own in ways neither
can foresee. And finds she must
weigh her principles against
her desire to escape and live.
As she looks back on her life,
Themis realises how tightly the
personal and political can
become entangled. While some
wounds heal, others deepen.
This gripping new novel from
bestselling author Victoria
Hislop sheds light on the
complexity and trauma of
Greece's past and weaves it
into the epic tale of an ordinary
woman compelled to live an
extraordinary life. Victoria
Hislop. Discover for yourself
why 10 million readers
worldwide love her books...
Here's what the critics said
about Those Who Are Loved: 'A
searing and powerful story full
of passion, showing how one
woman's ideals and beliefs
shape everything that she
becomes. It's both a beautifully
woven love story and a
spellbinding, heart-breaking
depiction of a country torn
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apart by hatred' Daily Express
'A glorious Greek setting and
rich historical detail form the
backdrop of this captivating
and poignant story' Woman &
Home 'An eye-opening and
moving read' Mirror 'Anyone
who reads Victoria Hislop's
novels falls in love with Greece
... A moving read that sweeps
you through time' S Magazine
'A wonderfully researched and
beautifully written piece of
historical fiction' CultureFly
Cartes Postales from Greece
Jan 24 2022 THE NUMBER
ONE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER Cartes Postales
from Greece is an
extraordinary new book from
Victoria Hislop, the Sunday
Times Number One bestselling
author of The Island, The
Return, The Thread, and The
Sunrise. A beautifully depicted
love affair with Greece, and a
spellbinding tale of love and
loss. It is fiction with a
distinctive photographic
framework - magical and
unique. 'Hislop's passionate
love of the country breathes
from every page' Daily Mail
'When it comes to tales about
Greece, Hislop is an undisputed
queen - and this is easily her
best novel yet' Heat Week after
week, the postcards arrive,
addressed to someone Ellie
does not know, each signed
with an initial: A. These
alluring cartes postales of
Greece brighten her life and
cast a spell on her. She decides
she must see this country for
herself. On the morning Ellie
leaves for Athens, a notebook
arrives. Its pages tell the story
of a man's odyssey through
Greece. Moving, surprising and
sometimes dark, A's tale
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unfolds with the discovery not
only of a culture, but also of a
desire to live life to the full
once more. Praise for Cartes
Postales. . . 'When it comes to
tales about Greecem Hislop is
an undisputed queen' Heat
magazine 'A lavish love letter
to Greece' Sunday Mirror 'A
beautiful tale of love, struggle
and redemption' Prima 'This
wonderful, illuminating novel is
a perfect escape' Woman &
Home 'This beautiful novel is
illustrated with gorgeous
photos to really bring the
country to life' Sun on Sunday
A Parcel of Patterns Jun 24
2019 A PLAGUE - A VILLAGE A LOCKDOWN 1665, Eyam,
Derbyshire. 'Here I have set
down all that I know of the
Plague' It is 1665 and Mall
Percival is a shepherd girl
living in a Derbyshire village.
She tends her flock, spends
time with her best friend and
teaches her young suitor to
read. But one day a parcel of
patterns, meant for a new dress
for the pastor's wife, wings its
way from London. The parcel
carries an infection that
spreads with horrifying speed.
Herbal teas and open windows
are the only defence against
the sickness. Yet the villagers
make a brave and selfless
decision: to isolate themselves
from the rest of the country. It
is a lockdown that saves the
neighbouring towns, but at
heart-breaking cost to Mall's
world. Based on the true events
of the village of Eyam, this is
the story of a courageous
sacrifice that saved Derbyshire
and beyond from a deadly
virus. *SHORTLISTED FOR
THE WHITBREAD PRIZE* 'A
pocket masterpiece' Guardian
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Readers love A Parcel of
Patterns 'I couldn't put it down'
'Brought me to tears too many
times to count' 'If you think
social distancing is hard in the
Coronavirus pandemic, read
this wonderful novel based on
the true story of the village of
Eyam'
Maria's Island Jun 28 2022 A
dramatic and moving story set
in the same world as the
international bestseller The
Island from the celebrated
novelist Victoria Hislop. The
absorbing story of the Cretan
village of Plaka and the tiny,
deserted island of Spinalonga Greece's former leper colony is told to us by Maria Petrakis,
one of the children in the
original version of The Island.
She tells us of the ancient and
misunderstood disease of
leprosy, exploring the themes
of stigma, shame and the
treatment of those who are
different, which are as relevant
for children as adults. Gill
Smith's rich, full-colour
illustrations will transport the
reader to the timeless and
beautiful Greek landscape and
Mediterranean seascape.
The Sunrise Aug 19 2021 In the
summer of 1972, Famagusta in
Cyprus is the most desirable
resort in the Mediterranean, a
city bathed in the glow of good
fortune. An ambitious couple
are about to open the island's
most spectacular hotel, where
Greek and Turkish Cypriots
work in harmony. Two
neighbouring families, the
Georgious and the Özkans, are
among many who moved to
Famagusta to escape the years
of unrest and ethnic violence
elsewhere on the island. But
beneath the city's façade of
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glamour and success, tension is
building. When a Greek coup
plunges the island into chaos,
Cyprus faces a disastrous
conflict. Turkey invades to
protect the Turkish Cypriot
minority, and Famagusta is
shelled. Forty thousand people
seize their most precious
possessions and flee from the
advancing soldiers. In the
deserted city, just two families
remain. This is their story.
The Villa Jul 26 2019 THE #1
KINDLE BESTSELLER. An
unforgettable story set off the
sun-soaked coast of Sicily for
fans of Dinah Jefferies, Victoria
Hislop and Santa Montefiore.
'The perfect holiday
companion' - Heat 'The
ultimate feel-good read' Candis 'Sun-soaked escapism' Best ********** When Tess
Angel receives a solicitor's
letter inviting her to claim her
inheritance - the Villa Sirena,
perched on a clifftop in Sicily she is stunned. Her only link to
the island is through her
mother, Flavia, who left Sicily
during World War II and cut all
contact with her family. When
Tess goes to Sicily, Flavia
realises the secrets from her
past are about to be revealed
and decides to try to explain
her actions. Meanwhile, Tess'
teenage daughter Ginny is
stressed by college, by her
blooming sexuality and filled
with questions that she longs to
ask her father, if only she knew
where he was... ******** SEE
WHAT EVERYONE IS SAYING
ABOUT ROSANNA LEY: 'An
impeccably researched and
deftly written narrative that
kept me hooked until the end' Kathryn Hughes, bestselling
author of The Letter 'Loved it
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from start to finish. A brilliant
holiday read' - Amazon
reviewer 'Perfect for fans of
Santa Montefiore, Victoria
Hislop and Leah Fleming' Candis 'On so many levels a
fantastic read' - Amazon
reviewer 'A fascinating story
with engaging themes' - Dinah
Jefferies, bestselling author of
The Tea Planter's Wife 'Warm,
enthralling, one of my favourite
authors' - Amazon reviewer
The Island Jul 30 2022 The
Petrakis family lives in the
small Greek seaside village of
Plaka. Just off the coast is the
tiny island of Spinalonga,
where the nation's leper colony
once was located—a place that
has haunted four generations
of Petrakis women. There's
Eleni, ripped from her husband
and two young daughters and
sent to Spinalonga in 1939, and
her daughters Maria, finding
joy in the everyday as she
dutifully cares for her father,
and Anna, a wild child hungry
for passion and a life anywhere
but Plaka. And finally there's
Alexis, Eleni's greatgranddaughter, visiting
modern-day Greece to unlock
her family's past. A richly
enchanting novel of lives and
loves unfolding against the
backdrop of the Mediterranean
during World War II, The
Island is an enthralling story of
dreams and desires, of secrets
desperately hidden, and of
leprosy's touch on an
unforgettable family.
Cartes Postales from Greece
Aug 26 2019 THE NUMBER
ONE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER Cartes Postales
from Greece is an
extraordinary new book from
Victoria Hislop, the Sunday
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Times Number One bestselling
author of The Island, The
Return, The Thread, and The
Sunrise. It is fiction with a
distinctive photographic
framework - magical and
unique. 'Hislop's passionate
love of the country breathes
from every page' Daily Mail
'When it comes to tales about
Greece, Hislop is an undisputed
queen - and this is easily her
best novel yet' Heat Week after
week, the postcards arrive,
addressed to someone Ellie
does not know, each signed
with an initial: A. These
alluring cartes postales of
Greece brighten her life and
cast a spell on her. She decides
she must see this country for
herself. On the morning Ellie
leaves for Athens, a notebook
arrives. Its pages tell the story
of a man's odyssey through
Greece. Moving, surprising and
sometimes dark, A's tale
unfolds with the discovery not
only of a culture, but also of a
desire to live life to the full
once more.
The Islands Collection Nov 21
2021 The Isands Collection is a
captivating omnibus of two of
Victoria Hislop's most gripping
novels, The Island and The
Sunrise. Heartbreaking and
immersive stories set against
the backdrop of stunning
Mediterranean islands from the
Sunday Times number one
bestselling author. 'Victoria
Hislop's view of history in her
novels is, like the writer
herself, a compassionate and
generous one' Scotsman The
Island, the acclaimed millioncopy bestseller: On the brink of
a life-changing decision, Alexis
Fielding longs to find out about
her mother's past. But Sofia
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has never spoken of it. All she
admits to is growing up in a
small Cretan village before
moving to London. When Alexis
decides to visit Crete, however,
Sofia gives her daughter a
letter to take to an old friend,
and promises that through her
she will learn more. Arriving in
Plaka, Alexis is astonished to
see that it lies a stone's throw
from the tiny, deserted island
of Spinalonga - Greece's former
leper colony. Then she finds
Fotini, and at last hears the
story that Sofia has buried all
her life: the tale of her greatgrandmother Eleni and her
daughters and a family rent by
tragedy, war and passion. She
discovers how intimately she is
connected with the island, and
how secrecy holds them all in
its powerful grip... The Sunrise,
the Number One Sunday Times
bestseller: In the summer of
1972, Famagusta in Cyprus is
the most desirable resort in the
Mediterranean, a city bathed in
the glow of good fortune. An
ambitious couple are about to
open the island's most
spectacular hotel, where Greek
and Turkish Cypriots work in
harmony. Two neighbouring
families, the Georgious and the
Özkans, are among many who
moved to Famagusta to escape
the years of unrest and ethnic
violence elsewhere on the
island. But beneath the city's
façade of glamour and success,
tension is building. When a
Greek coup plunges the island
into chaos, Cyprus faces a
disastrous conflict. Turkey
invades to protect the Turkish
Cypriot minority, and
Famagusta is shelled. Forty
thousand people seize their
most precious possessions and
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flee from the advancing
soldiers. In the deserted city,
just two families remain. This is
their story. Praise for The
Island and The Sunrise:
'Fascinating and moving' The
Times on The Island 'A vivid,
moving and absorbing tale'
Observer on The Sunrise 'An
imaginative tour de force, and
a great read' Daily Mail on The
Island 'Wonderful descriptions,
strong characters and an
intimate portrait of island
existence' Woman & Home on
The Sunrise 'An absorbing tale
about family, friendship, loyalty
and betrayal' Good
Housekeeping on The Island 'A
beautiful tale of enduring love
and unthinking prejudice'
Express on The Sunrise
The Thread Dec 23 2021 “A
brilliant page turner…rich with
drama and historical detail.”
—Glamour (UK) A beautiful and
epic novel that spans nearly a
hundred years, The Thread is a
magnificent story of a
friendship and a love that
endures through the
catastrophes and upheavals of
the twentieth century—both
natural and man-made—in the
turbulent city of Thessaloniki,
Greece. Victoria Hislop,
internationally bestselling
author of The Island and The
Return, has written a
wonderfully evocative and
enthralling saga enriched by
deep emotion and sweeping
historical events, from fire to
civil war to Nazi brutality and
economic collapse. The Thread
is historical fiction at its finest,
colorful and captivating with
truly unforgettable
characters—a novel that
brilliantly captures the energy
and life of this singular Greek
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city.
Home Cooked Mar 02 2020
'Kate Humble dishes up homecooked heaven' - Daily Mail
Weekend A celebration of
simple, seasonal home cooking
full of flavour, comfort and joy.
With more than 100 recipes
from Kate Humble's kitchen
table, this is food to share from
breakfast time to the evening
meal - for lazy days, busy
weeknights or gatherings, and
everything in between. Recipes
include: SPRING A Ham
Sandwich on Beer Bread with
Piccalilli Spring Chicken with
Wild Garlic & New Potatoes
Rhubarb Vodka SUMMER
Tomatoes with Steak & Wild
Salsa Verde Elderflower Jellies
Summer in a Teapot AUTUMN
Beet Bourguignon Apple
Crumble Ice Cream with
Blackberry Ripple Butternut
Tea Loaf WINTER A Soda
Bread for Winter with Oats &
Black Treacle Sausages in Red
Wine Clementine Cake with an
Orange & Pomegranate Salad
Confess Oct 28 2019 Fighting
to rebuild her life after
shattering losses, Auburn Reed
is unexpectedly attracted to an
enigmatic artist only to
discover that the object of her
affections is hiding threatening
secrets from his past. By the
#1 New York Times bestselling author of Slammed.
Original.
The Story Oct 21 2021 Witty,
heartbreaking, shocking,
satirical: the short story can
excite or sadden, entice or
repulse. The one thing it can
never be is dull. Now Victoria
Hislop, passionate ambassador
for the art of the short story,
has collected 100 stories from
her favourite women writers
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into one volume. Here are Man
Booker Prize winners and
Nobel Laureates, well-known
feminists and famous wits,
national treasures and rising
stars. All handpicked by one of
the nation's best-loved
novelists, there's a story for
every mood, mind-set and
moment in life. Featuring an all
star cast of authors including
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,
Angela Carter, Margaret
Drabble, Penelope Fitzgerald,
Miranda July, Doris Lessing,
Katherine Mansfield, Alice
Munro, Dorothy Parker and
Virginia Woolf, THE STORY is
the biggest and most beautiful
collectino of women's short
fiction in print today.
The Story Jan 12 2021
The Hawley Book of the
Dead Jul 06 2020 In the
tradition of The Night Circus
and A Discovery of Witches,
The Hawley Book of the Dead is
the kind of novel that makes
you believe that magic really
exists. An old house
surrounded by acres of forest.
A place of secrets, mysteries
and magic. This is where Reve
Dyer hopes to keep herself and
her children safe. But a
mysterious figure has haunted
Reve for over a decade. And
now Reve knows that this
person is on her trail again. In
Hawley, where the magic of
her ancestors reigns, Reve
must unlock the secrets of the
Hawley Book of the Dead
before itâe(tm)s too lateâe¦
The Last Dance Jun 16 2021
Ten short stories by the millioncopy bestselling author of 'The
Island' and 'The Return'.
Beyond the Orchard Jan 30
2020 A haunting story of
yearning, love and betrayal
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from the bestselling author of
Thornwood House Lucy Briar
has arrived home in turmoil
after years overseas. She's met
her fiancé in London and has
her life mapped out, but
something is holding her back.
Hoping to ground herself and
find answers, Lucy settles into
once familiar routines. But old
tortured feelings flood Lucy's
existence when her beloved
father, Ron, is hospitalised and
Morgan - the man who drove
her away all those years ago seeks her out. Worse, Ron
implores Lucy to visit
Bitterwood Estate, the
crumbling historic family
guesthouse now left to him. He
needs Lucy to find somethingan old photograph album, the
very thing that drove Ron and
his father apart. Lucy has her
own painful memories of
Bitterwood, darkness that has
plagued her dreams since she
was young. But as Lucy
searches for the album, the
house begins to give up its
ghosts and she is driven to put
them to rest. And there, held
tightly between the house, the
orchard and the soaring cliffs,
Lucy uncovers a long-hidden
secret that shattered a family's
bond and kept a frightened
young girl in its thrall ... and
Lucy discovers just how fierce
the lonely heart can be.
9-Nov Apr 02 2020 When
Fallon and aspiring novelist
Ben meet and fall in love the
day before Fallon's crosscountry move, they vow to
meet on the same date every
year, until Fallon suspects Ben
is fabricating their relationship
to create the perfect plot twist.
One August Night May 28
2022 'Excellent as ever.
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Victoria Hislop at her best.'
Reader review 'Within a few
pages I was back in Greece and
almost feeling the sun on my
face.' Reader review Beloved
author Victoria Hislop returns
to Crete in this long-anticipated
sequel to her multi-million-copy
Number One bestseller, The
Island. 25th August 1957. The
island of Spinalonga closes its
leper colony. And a moment of
violence has devastating
consequences. When time stops
dead for Maria Petrakis and
her sister, Anna, two families
splinter apart and, for the
people of Plaka, the closure of
Spinalonga is forever coloured
with tragedy. In the aftermath,
the question of how to resume
life looms large. Stigma and
scandal need to be confronted
and somehow, for those
impacted, a future built from
the ruins of the past. Number
one bestselling author Victoria
Hislop returns to the world and
characters she created in The
Island - the award-winning
novel that remains one of the
biggest selling reading group
novels of the century. It is
finally time to be reunited with
Anna, Maria, Manolis and
Andreas in the weeks leading
up to the evacuation of the
island... and beyond. 'A return
to Hislop's thyme-scented,
Aegean-lapped fictional Greece'
The Sunday Times Discover for
yourself why ten million
readers worldwide love the
novels of Victoria Hislop... 'This
dramatic, absorbing and goodnatured novel abounds Greek
Island atmosphere' Daily Mail
on One August Night
'Immersive storytelling sweeps
you along' Mail on Sunday on
One August Night 'A dramatic
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story of love, betrayal and
allegiances . . . Hislop evokes
Greece beautifully' Woman &
Home on One August Night
'Hislop's love for Greece shines
through this wonderfully
descriptive and compelling tale'
Sunday Express on One August
Night 'This love letter to
Greece will sweep you away to
another time and place' The
Sunday Mirror on One August
Night 'Hislop expertly delves
into the complex history of a
fascinating country in this
beautifully written family saga'
Daily Mirror on One August
Night 'Compelling and moving,
this is a real page turner'
Woman's Weekly on One
August Night 'The descriptions
of Greece leave you feeling like
you're right there' Good
Housekeeping on One August
Night 'A beautifully written
story that will enchant the
reader' The Express on One
August Night 'A dramatic story
of love, betrayal and
allegiances' Woman magazine
on One August Night In 2018,
The Island was awarded a
Nielsen Platinum Bestseller
Award in recognition of selling
over one million copies in the
United Kingdom. Those Who
Are Loved was a Sunday Times
Number One bestseller in
paperback for four weeks in
August and September 2020.
A Boy Made of Blocks Nov 09
2020 A Boy Made of Blocks is a
funny, heartwarming story of
family and love inspired by the
author's own experiences with
his son, the perfect latest
obsession for fans of The Rosie
Project, David Nicholls and Jojo
Moyes. A father who
rediscovers love Alex loves his
wife Jody, but has forgotten
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how to show it. He loves his
son Sam, but doesn't
understand him. He needs a
reason to grab his future with
both hands. A son who shows
him how to live Meet eightyear-old Sam: beautiful,
surprising - and different. To
him the world is a frightening
mystery. But as his imagination
comes to life, his family will be
changed . . . for good. "One of
those wonderful books that
makes you laugh and cry at the
same time." Good
Housekeeping "Funny, expertly
plotted and written with
enormous heart. Readers who
enjoyed The Rosie Project will
love A Boy Made of Blocks - I
did." Graeme Simsion "Very
funny, incredibly poignant and
full of insight. Awesome." Jenny
Colgan "'A wonderful, warm,
insightful novel about family,
friendship and love." Daily Mail
“A charming and timely tale of
learning to connect in the
digital age.” Kirkus "This is an
author who understands
fatherhood and boyhood and
everything in between. A truly
beautiful book." Matthew
Dicks, author of Memoirs of An
Imaginary Friend "A Boy Made
of Blocks will make you laugh
and cry in equal measure; a
book you won’t soon forget."
Brenda Janowitz, author of The
Dinner Party
The Infinities Apr 14 2021
‘This is unequivocally a work of
brilliance.’ Justin Cartwright,
Spectator Old Adam Godley’s
time on earth is drawing to an
end, and as his wife and
children gather at the family
home, little do they realize that
they are not the only ones who
have come to observe the
spectacle. The mischievous
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Greek gods, too, have come; as
tensions fray and desire
bubbles over, their spying soon
becomes intrusion becomes
intervention, until the mortals’
lives – right before their eyes –
seem to be changing faster
than they can cope with.
Overflowing with bawdy
humour, John Banville has
allowed his twinkling eye to
rove through memories of the
past and relationships of the
present in this moving family
drama. The Infinities is both a
salacious delight and a
penetrating exploration of the
terrifying, wonderful,
immutable plight of being
human.
One Cretan Evening and Other
Stories May 16 2021 Set in
Greece and in England, One
Cretan Evening, The Pine Tree,
By the Fire, The Warmest
Christmas Ever and Aflame in
Athens are five unmissable
stories told in Victoria's unique
voice. This ebook includes the
opening of The Thread,
Victoria's new novel: a
powerful tale of love and
loyalty set in the vibrant city of
Thessaloniki, Greece.
Love, Loss and the Lives of
Women Mar 14 2021 Witty,
heartbreaking, shocking,
satirical: the short story can
excite or sadden, entice or
repulse. The one thing it can
never be is dull. Now Victoria
Hislop, passionate ambassador
for the art of the short story,
has collected 100 stories from
her favourite women writers
into one volume. Here are Man
Booker Prize winners and
Nobel Laureates, well-known
feminists and famous wits,
national treasures and rising
stars. All handpicked by one of
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the nation's best-loved
novelists, there's a story for
every mood, mind-set and
moment in life. Featuring an all
star cast of authors including
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Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,
Angela Carter, Margaret
Drabble, Penelope Fitzgerald,
Miranda July, Doris Lessing,
Katherine Mansfield, Alice
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Munro, Dorothy Parker and
Virginia Woolf, The Story is the
biggest and most beautiful
collection of women's short
fiction in print today.
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